Shottley &

advance

British fleet

John Strype
May 1669

Russia. Itaken in general
is better stored with tame
Cattle and wild-beasts than
any Countryry in Europe
(artes). The Rivers and
standing lakes are stored
with Fish of all kinds, which are
throughout the whole Land
incredibly cheap; in fact
Moscowia (st.) has
whatever is necessary
for Food and Payment, at
food and at an easy rate,
as any other land in the
World. None excluded.
Price

Second hand bookshop

"What Katy did at School"
Sarah Orne Jewett

Stagi. Harwood
Dread Girl Graduate

Lunch Restaurant

on Tuesday.

Soup. 2 p. 35c. 3 p. 35c
Fish (sudak). 5 p. 35c
Cutlet. 12 p. 50c
Chicken w. rice. 12 p. 80c
Cold roast beef. 11 p. 25c

Rice, 6 p. 3 p. 50c.

Tip $1.00.

Last Autumn Exhibition
Lientzbofsf
(1929-32 period)

Influence of maching in art

Picture 1

Parlor, frames, frames

Theaters and cinema etc.

Met Meyerhold.

Money in Andre Ryabchik.

D. Vladimirskaya.

Visit to Donshor, close to hor anti-religious music and song.

Decree to return of freedom of March 17.

Decree to oblige the direction of the collective farms to exclude from kolkhozy those kolchozniki who of their own will without a registration register, with the economic organs (kolchozy) registered in the direction. Kolkhozy leave their kolkhozy household (kolchozy) and deny the right to kolkhozy earning (gospogozh)
Volevich: those fly on a kolkhoz, what I time of saving (in celery) leave the kolkhoz of their own will and the at time of harvest & threshing return to kolkhoz in order to pacify among the kolkhoz goods (go ops).

Sima: fly on a kolkhoz

Metropol: lights, red screen, black.  

Volume: white wine

Fonzy member & ingeneous

1 h band: journals

Balloon etc.
Finance.

- Factory
- Banking
- Investments
- Exports/imports
- Gold price of countries

Strikes, control now.

Controlled, drastic economy drive.

Consolidation of plan.

Financial autonomy of factories is over.

The

Figures adopted by High

Instances of administration as now absolute obligations.

Expenses were above planned.

Now in order, because they represented a response to factors administrated.

Every month income?

Factors is controlled?

Bank while has poor credits.

Method #? knowing

1. Budget finance by channel of bank

3. Banks of long-term credit

1. Bombay Bank

© 2015. www.GarethJones.org. All rights reserved.
Kolkhozbank

long term credit fund

1. Apric.

Kommunbank

municipal economy

Pres. long term

The Go Bank is

short term.

First method for

obtaining special
day term loans

short term credit

by local (State
Bank (Kolkhozbank)).

As far as higher
super long term credits
are given by special banks

state bank

3. Apric.

Exports & Imports

Figures for they not

published.

Even non payment

collected, yet need
to discuss the appraisal

that is /sanction.

Unemployment

will go /count

very simply

may reform when

we need workers.

A demand for

maker - this year

of country.
My loans plan: 2,800,000.

For 1933 the internal loans year.

40 million.

Subscribers for the loans in the 4½ of 1½.

5.8 million of rubles were received, against 2.46 million.

Treasury received.

1928 percentage of state budget 10.6% received.
In 1932, 15% of recent came from loans.

1932:

- 22% Financing

**Foreign Trade**

**Exports**

1932:
- 698,700,000 mls
- 1929: 860,600,000

**Imports**

1932:
- 923,700,000
- 1929: 563,900,000
- Sold in lbs.

Volume increased 41%

---

1934

Transport

- Degraded work of high
- Id of further railway
- Normal cars
- Pehler
- 13,000 mls
- Metal base are by: (crown 300, etc.) intended mainly for the agents' machining factories.
- 530 tons from us
- 1,500 to Strelisk.
- 200 to the Stalingrad.
- 200 to the Volvabad (earlier ones)

S. Rayleigh and others

12-15 brought you instead of 35. Some days absolute
Godless
2 ears, black eyes
Educational work
for A.

At home is a weapon
for class warfare.

1930: we stressed
the productive results
of anti-rel. propaganda.
It connected with
industrial and technical
progress, with food demands.
An anti-rel. staff
be subordinated to those
aims.

Now class warfare
is fought on the basis
without struggle. They
are very religious.
weapon of evilest.
The religous law
foeht apt collection.
E.g. the religous people
wrote letters said
that these letters
came from Heaven.

"O God tell you
that the Kolkhoz
is salvation of you go to
Kolkhoz you will
find thewell.
If not you shall
say i am that
woman did not have

I'll tell L.C. that this
brother, Baptist, also
not same.

Sekant (Baptist) killed
in Kolkhoz because the
Communists started to work

I said that Kulak
had said Kolkhoz
Send t Work.

When a mna
entered Kulak, died
a few days later. Kulak
fetched of the way so
dead man.

I went to Sleep
and said "God won't let
me into Heaven.

Why fight against

Because rel. upholded
old capital cost the
Kulaks.
Take the Spring tour.
In old time they thought on the feast day, whether wealth was good or not. Weaker now of state. We are not scientific methods. We are planning for the future.

We are fighting for spot: field system of field with men system. When God is in, the field is in. The field system, because God is in. The two in the Third is three. First cultural means.

Religious festivals do harm again. Do not work. Don't eat 7 days. Everyday a valuable some part for 7 days.

Game. They turned the week. Don't work on Sunday. Some, I leave machine. Latinization helps women but khabol was the allah in that.

Show that cal is weapon meals in charm to worship. Rely on enemy.
1933, Sept 12th

New M.V.

To build classless society

Now must struggle for discipline

New M.V.

help

Class war. No

must take new

forms. Stalin said; kulak

is not direct, but middle

he must try to sneak

into kulak. We

liberate kulak

as class. But kulak say:

"All men are brothers"

Love your enemies.


We are for the

ideological struggle.

for deep cultural

propaganda.

Closing. I think

interest was less than

potty brain of people.

We have punished people

for class reasons.

That means fighting

I leave me as an

exploited van oppres.


All rights reserved.
We have no case
telling a. When city
demand closing of churches.
we may close churches when
it is demanded. We want
them to close on our initiative.
We have not closed schools.

New Men
(1930) we unwork!
conservative far left.
Let's educate new man.

Science is things
in role. We must speak
of achievements.

Technics, steam, electric, material, widening.
Now more deeper
an anti-rel. program
on my basis of philosophy.

Now more stirred
we have acquired 50 new
lectures, slides, sketches,
albums, microscope.
From materials standify.
We treat needs as the same. No question is the belief of people in office. Religion education in the family is allowed in church dry the period of sense. We don't allow special classes in religion. There is a priest academy here in Rome who have their journal books.

Not move the 10% of churches in closed. No Bishop. Propaganda v Fascism. Upheld Mussolini.

Why the hell? To uphold imperialism. Non-leag. 5 1/2 million members. A Beztoke, among 25% are communists or communist. Rest parties.

Financed by members. Fees. 10 mit each. Ros. A does not give any subsidy. There many breaks.

Second hand. London 1400. 000.
Net. I don't trust Dwarf. He still takes in collections.

said, "Save face."

Markinton down & out.

Quiet.

After reception I walked along street, entered court yard, went into house. Dense, dangerous crowd walked. Woman came out "What go' out?"

"See how people live. The took me into tiny room, one small bed. "These 1's live here."

Then with another room, smaller, when in comes. Old woman pale ill. "Three here, but when my sons came they were fine."

"Mormon room there."

"Mrs. Ponicke came will. Smaller eye, why mother's swollen eyes will tear."

"Old woman said, "I haven't seen my lane pie."

"I cannot know up one of my children."

"I don't know any family."

"By one, have to go before is coming from Leningrad."

"We have 30 miles to go."

"It will come here."

"I have the Moscow."

"My heart, 30 people living in yard."

"We can't come here."

"He knows it."

"To examine."

"To only."
Mr. Net

Litvinoff.

Swadz. He

Died.

said, "Save me!"

Third sister

Drowned.

Arrested.

After reception I walked along street. I went into house. Dark. Waited, woman came out, what is life? She took me into one small room. There I saw living, I saw in the room another man, very ill. There was noise, I saw a man. There were five. In a hospital.

I went to a house. Mr. Pinezka. His smaller eye was very red and nervous. Mother said. "I cannot get milk for my child."

Another family: "Yes, black death is coming from Central Asia."

They are sending us away. The doctors have stripped us naked. Slave. To examine us for typhus. After a few weeks time we will get bread at commercial prices. "We are met with that will get us passport."

"No, every one must stay and try with."

My brother said, "I will stay here for three or four weeks to the burial."

Closed church.